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1) What is Java?

Answer: Java is a general-purpose programming language
that is class-based, object-oriented and is very popular. It’s
one of the most popular programming languages in the
world.

2) List the features of Java Programming language.

Answer: Dynamic, High Performance, Distributed, Secured,
Robust, Simple
Dynamic- Java Programming Language is a very Dynamic
Language as it su[ports the dynamic loading of classes which
means classes are loaded on demand. Java also supports
functions from its native languages such as C and C++.

3) What is the object-oriented paradigm?

Answer: Java is a programming paradigm based on objects
having data and methods defined in the class to which it
belongs. Object-oriented paradigm aims to incorporate the
advantages of modularity and reusability.
Following are the features of the object-oriented paradigm
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a) Java Follows the bottom-up approach in program design
b) Focus on data with methods to operate upon the object's data
c) Implements the real-time approach like inheritance,
abstraction, etc

4) Which class is the superclass for all the classes?

Answer: The object class is the superclass of all other classes in
Java.

5) What is the difference between the final method and
abstract method?

Answer: The difference between final method and abstract
method is that the abstract method cannot be final as we need to
override them in the subclass to give its definition.

6) What is the abstract class in java?

Answer: A class which is declared as abstract is known as an
abstract class. Abstract class cannot be instantiated.

7) What is a Core JAVA?
Answer: Core Java is a part of Java language which is used in
creation or developing general applications. It generally deals
with websites and applications. Core java programming covers
the swings, socket, awt, thread concept, collection object
and classes



8) Who invented java?
Answer: Java was invented by James Gosling at Sun
Microsystems in 1995

9) How to uninstall java?
Answer: Following are the steps to uninstall java
a) Click on start
b) Then select system
c) After that select Apps and Features
d) Select the program to uninstall
e) Then click on Uninstall Button
f) After that Respond to the prompts to complete the uninstall

10) What is this keyword in java?
Answer: this keyword refers to the current object in a method or
constructor. The most common use of the this keyword is to
eliminate the confusion between class attributes and parameters
with the same name
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